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Abstract Peer-to-peer live media streaming over the Internet is becoming increasingly more popular, though it is still a challenging problem. Nodes should receive the
stream with respect to intrinsic timing constraints, while the overlay should adapt to
the changes in the network and the nodes should be incentivized to contribute their
resources. In this work, we meet these contradictory requirements simultaneously, by
introducing a distributed market model to build an efficient overlay for live media
streaming. Using our market model, we construct two different overlay topologies,
tree-based and mesh-based, which are the two dominant approaches to the media
distribution. First, we build an approximately minimal height multiple-tree data dissemination overlay, called Sepidar. Next, we extend our model, in GLive, to make it
more robust in dynamic networks by replacing the tree structure with a mesh. We show
in simulation that the mesh-based overlay outperforms the multiple-tree overlay. We
compare the performance of our two systems with the state-of-the-art NewCoolstreaming, and observe that they provide better playback continuity and lower playback
latency than that of NewCoolstreaming under a variety of experimental scenarios.
Although our distributed market model can be run against a random sample of nodes,
we improve its convergence time by executing it against a sample of nodes taken from
the Gradient overlay. The evaluations show that the streaming overlays converge faster
when our market model works on top of the Gradient overlay.
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1 Introduction
Live media streaming over the Internet is getting more popular everyday. The conventional solution for such applications is the client–server model, which allocates
servers and network resources to each client request. However, providing a scalable
and robust client–server model, such as Youtube, with more than one billion hits per
day1 , is very expensive. There are few companies, who can afford to provide such an
expensive service at large scale. An alternative solution is to use IP multicast, which is
an efficient way to multicast a media stream over a network, but it is not used in practice due to its limited support by Internet Service Providers. The approach, used in this
work, is Application Level Multicast (ALM), which uses overlay networks to distribute
large-scale media streams to a large number of clients (nodes). A peer-to-peer (P2P)
overlay is a type of overlay network in which each node simultaneously functions as
both a client and a server to the other nodes in a network. In this model, nodes who
have all or part of the requested media can forward it to the requesting nodes. Since
each node contributes its own resources, the capacity of the whole system grows when
the number of nodes increases.
Live media streaming using P2P overlays is a challenging problem. To have a
smooth media playback, data blocks should be received with respect to certain timing
constraints. Otherwise, either the quality of the playback is reduced or its continuity is
disrupted. Moreover, in live streaming, it is expected that at any moment, nodes receive
points of the media that are close in time, ideally, to the most recent part of the media
delivered by the provider. For example, in a live football match, people do not like to
hear their neighbours celebrating a goal, several seconds before they can see the goal
happening. Satisfying these timing requirements is more challenging in a dynamic
network, where nodes join/leave/fail continuously and concurrently, and the network
capacity changes over time. Furthermore, the nodes should be incentivized to contribute and share their resources in a P2P overlay, otherwise, the opportunistic nodes, called
free-riders, can take advantage of a system without contributing to content distribution.
Many different solutions are already proposed for P2P media streaming, but few of
them are able to satisfy all the above mentioned requirements. We believe this is partly
because some of these requirements are conflicting. For example, in order to provide
a constant high quality stream, nodes should store the media in their buffer for a while
before they start to play; which will result in a high playback latency and start up delay.
In this work, we present our P2P live media streaming solution in the form of two
systems: Sepidar [35] and GLive [32]. In Sepidar, we build multiple approximately
minimal height overlay trees for content delivery, whereas, in GLive, we build a mesh
overlay, such that the average path length between nodes and the media source is
1 http://www.thetechherald.com/article.php/200942/4604/YouTube-s-daily-hit-rate-more-than-a-billion.
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approximately minimum. In these streaming overlays, the nodes with higher available
upload bandwidth that can serve relatively more nodes are positioned closer to the
media source. This structure reduces the average distance from nodes to the media
source; reducing both the probability of a streaming disruptions and playback latency
at nodes. Nodes are also incentivized to provide more upload bandwidth, as nodes
that contribute more upload bandwidth have relatively higher playback continuity and
lower latency than the nodes further to the media source.
We first describe an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation of the topology
building problem and provide a centralized solution for it based on the auction algorithm [7], and later we propose a distributed market model to solve the problem at large
scale. Our distributed market model differs from the centralized implementations of the
auction algorithm, in that we do not rely on a central server with a global knowledge of
all participants. In our distributed model, each node, as an auction participant, has only
partial information about the system. Nodes continuously exchange their information,
in order to acquire more knowledge about other participating nodes in the system.
There are different options for how communication between nodes could be implemented. For example, a naive solution could use flooding, but it is costly in terms of
bandwidth consumption, and therefore is not scalable. On the other hand, the communication could be based on random walks or sampling from a random overlay, but we
show in the experiments in the Sect. 6 that random sampling has slow convergence
time. To enable faster convergence of the streaming overlay, our distributed market
model acquires knowledge of the system by sampling nodes using the gossip-generated Gradient overlay network [37,38]. The Gradient overlay facilitates the discovery
of neighbours with similar upload bandwidth.
The free-riding problem, as one of the problems in P2P streaming systems, is considered in our model. Nodes are not assumed to be cooperative; nodes may execute
protocols that attempt to download data blocks without forwarding it to other nodes.
We address this problem in Sepidar through parent nodes auditing the behaviour of
their child nodes in trees. We also address free-riding in GLive by implementing a
scoring mechanism that ranks the nodes. Nodes who upload more of the stream have
relatively higher score. In both solutions, nodes with higher rank will receive a relatively improved quality. We do not, however, address the problem of nodes colluding
to receive the video stream.
Our contributions in this work include:
– an ILP formalization for modeling a streaming overlay construction and a centralized auction-based solution for it,
– a distributed solution for the presented ILP model to construct streaming overlays,
firstly as a multiple-tree overlay, Sepidar, and secondly as a mesh-based overlay,
GLive,
– improving the convergence time of the distributed solution by using the Gradient
overlay in comparison with a random network,
– two solutions to overcome the free-riding problem in tree-based and mesh-based
overlays.
In the next section we describe the related work and position our systems in the
field. In Sects. 3 and 4 we explain the problem and present the centralized auction
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algorithm to solve it, and then in Sect. 5 we go into the details of our systems and
explain the distributed solution to build the overlay streaming. In Sect. 6 we present
the results of our experiments, and finally we conclude the work in Sect. 7.

2 Related work
There are three fundamental questions in building an overlay for live media streaming:
(i) what overlay topology is built for data dissemination? (ii) what algorithm is used
for data dissemination? and (iii) how to construct and maintain the streaming overlay
and discover the supplying nodes?
Many different overlay topologies have been used for data delivery in P2P media
streaming systems. Early data delivery overlays use single-tree structures that the data
blocks are pushed over a tree-shaped overlay with the media source as a root of the
tree. Climber [31], ZigZag [41], NICE [3], and [16] are examples of such systems.
The short latency of data delivery is the main advantage of this approach [49]. Disadvantages, however, include the fragility of the tree structure upon the failure of nodes
close to the root and the fact that all the traffic is only forwarded by the interior nodes.
Multiple-tree structure is an improvement for single-tree overlays where the first time
was proposed in SplitStream [10]. In this model, the stream is split into sub-streams
and each tree delivers one sub-stream. Sepidar [35], gradienTv [34], Orchard [27],
ChunkySpread [43] and CoopNet [28] are some other solutions in this class.
Although multiple-tree overlays improve the shortcoming of the single-tree structures, they are still vulnerable to the failure of interior nodes. Rejaie et al. have
shown in [24] that mesh overlays have consistently better performance than tree-based
approaches for scenarios where there is churn and packet loss. The mesh structure is
highly resilient to node failures, but it is subject to unpredictable latencies due to
the frequent exchange of notifications and requests [49]. GLive [32], Gossip++ [14],
NewCoolStreaming [19], Chainsaw [29], and PULSE [36] are the systems that use a
mesh-based overlay for data dissemination.
The second fundamental question in building a P2P streaming system is how to
distribute data blocks among the nodes. Pushing the data is a solution used mostly
in tree structures. ZigZag [41] and SplitStream [10], as instances of the single-tree
and multiple-tree structures, use push model for data dissemination. However, the
push model in mesh-based overlays may generate loads of redundant messages, since
nodes may receive the same data block from different neighbours. Therefore, pulling data is the dominant data distribution model in mesh-based overlays. In the pull
model, the nodes exchange their data blocks availability information and request each
required data block explicitly from a neighbour that possesses that data block. Sepidar and GLive use push and pull data distribution model, respectively. There is also
a hybrid model for data dissemination that combines push and pull mechanisms.
Some of the systems that utilize hybrids model are CliqueStream [2], mTreebone [46],
NewCoolStreaming [19], Prime [23] and [21].
The third question is how to create an overlay and how nodes discover the other
nodes that supply the stream. CoopNet [28] uses a centralized coordinator, GnuStream
[17] uses controlled flooding requests, SplitStream [10] and [21] use DHTs, ZigZag
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[41] uses a hierarchal model, while NewCoolstreaming [19], DONet/Coolstreaming
[51] and PULSE [36] use a gossip-generated random overlay network to search for the
nodes. Recently, there has been work on using gossiping to build non-random mesh
topologies, where the topology stores implicit information about node characteristics, such as upload bandwidth. In [13], Fortuna et al. attempt to organize nodes with
decreasing upload bandwidth at increasing distance from the source. As such, these
systems have similarities with how Sepidar and GLive that use the Gradient overlay
to structure nodes.
In our systems, we use a market model to optimize partnering nodes for media
streaming. Our market model is inspired by auction algorithms. The first widely-used
auction algorithm was designed by Bertsekas [7], and has an equivalent representation
as a weighted bipartite matching problem [47]. However, our model is an example of
a distributed auction algorithm with partial information. Moreover, our model differs
from existing work, such as [50] and [30], in that all nodes are decision makers, the
set of tasks and resources are homogeneous and auctions are restartable.
The problem of reducing free-riding in P2P systems has been solved by many existing incentive mechanisms and reputation models [25,27,39]. Of particular relevance
to Sepidar and GLive is Give-to-Get [26] that uses transitive dependencies to a child’s
children in order to audit children nodes. In contrast to our systems, Give-to-Get is a
video-on-demand protocol based on BitTorrent. Tan and Jarvis also in [39] describe
a payment-based approach to solving free-riding for live streaming. Nodes run periodic auctions for their resources and earn points that can be used to access resources.
Whereas we incentivize nodes to provide more resources to get better video performance, they incentivize nodes to remain in the system even when not viewing video to
acquire an increased number of points. Another related approach to matching nodes
for live streaming is based on finding maximal bipartite matchings using a flow algorithm by Li and Mahanti [20]. They transformed the traditional min-cost media flow
dissemination problem into an auction problem.

3 Problem description
In this paper, we want to build a P2P overlay for live media streaming and adaptively
optimize its topology to minimize the average playback latency and improve timely
delivery of the stream. Playback latency is the difference between the playback time
(playback point) at the media source and at a node. In this section, we first describe
this problem in the tree-based approach, and then present the required modification to
apply it for the mesh-based approach.
In our tree-based model, the media stream is split into a number of sub-streams
or stripes, and each stripe is divided into blocks of equal size without any coding.
Sub-streams allow more nodes to contribute bandwidth and enable a more robust system, due to redundancy [10]. Every block has a sequence number that indicates its
playback order in the stream. A node retrieves the stripes independently, from any
other node that can supply them.
We define the number of download-slots and upload-slots of a node as the number
of stripes that a node is able to simultaneously download and forward, respectively.
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Fig. 1 The connection between
download-slots i and i  and
upload-slots j and j  for strip k.
The white arrows are
download-slots and the gray
arrows are the upload-slots

The set of all download-slots and upload-slots in an overlay are also denoted by D
and U, respectively. Similarly, the set of download-slots and upload-slots of a node p
is shown by D( p) and U( p).
A node is called the owner of its slots, and the function owner (i) returns the node
that owns the slot i. Any two slots i and j are called similar, if they are owned by
the same node, i.e., owner (i) = owner ( j). For each download-slot i, the set of all
download-slots similar to i is called the similarity class of i, and denoted by MD (i).
Likewise, the similarity class of an upload-slot j is the set of upload-slots owned by
the owner of j and is shown by MU ( j).
Without loss of generality, we assume every node owns the same number of download-slots, equal to the number of stripes, and a potentially different number of uploadslots. In order to provide the full media to all the nodes, (i) every download-slot needs
to be assigned to an upload-slot, (ii) each upload-slot should be assigned to at most
one download-slot, (iii) similar download-slots, i.e., download-slots at the same node,
must download distinct stripes, and (iv) nodes should not have loop back connections
from their download-slots to their own upload-slots.
This problem can be defined as an assignment problem [42]. A connection between
a download-slot i and an upload-slot j for a stripe k is shown as a triple (i, j, k), and
it is associated with a cost ci jk (Fig. 1). The cost can be defined based on different
metrics, e.g., the latency to the source, the number of hops to the source or the locality
of the nodes, that is a connection between two nodes in the same Autonomous System
(AS) has lower cost compare to a connection between two nodes in different ASs.
Formally the cost is defined as the following:

ci jk

⎧
⎨ ci  j  k + di j
= 0
⎩
∞

if
if
if

owner ( j) = owner (i  ), i  ∈ D, and j  ∈ U
owner ( j) = source
there is no path from owner (i) to the source

(1)

where di j is the added cost in a connection between a download-slot i and an uploadslot j. For example, if the cost is defined as the latency of the node to the source, then
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di j will be the connection latency between the owner (i) and the owner ( j), and if the
cost is the number of hops to the source, then di j = 1.
With V being the set of all stripes, we define an assignment S as a set of triples
(i, j, k), such that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

For all (i, j, k) ∈ S, i ∈ D and j ∈ U and k ∈ V.
For each i ∈ D, there is at most one triple (i, j, k) ∈ S.
For each j ∈ U, there is at most one triple (i, j, k) ∈ S.
For each k ∈ V, there is at most one triple (i, j, k) ∈ S for all i ∈ MD (i).

The last constraint implies that the download-slots in one similarity class cannot
download the same stripe. In other words, each download-slot in a node should download a distinct stripe. Note that with the above definition, it is possible to have cyclic
connections among nodes in an assignment.
A complete assignment A is an assignment with the above definition that contains
exactly |D| triples, i.e., all download-slots are assigned. To have a complete assignment, the total number of download-slots should be less than or equal to the total
number of upload-slots, i.e., |D| ≤ |U|.
The playback latency of a node depends on the maximum latency of the node in
different stripe trees. Therefore, to improve the playback latency we should minimize
the latency of a node for all stripes simultaneously. Hence, we use the average distance
of a node at all stripe trees as the cost function. Considering a complete assignment
A, the cost of a node p is defined as:
CA ( p) =

1  
ci jk · xi jk
|V|

(2)

i∈D ( p) j∈U k∈V

where xi jk = 1 if a download-slot i is assigned to an upload-slot j for a stripe k, and
xi jk = 0, otherwise. Since putting the nodes with higher upload-slots closer to the
source can reduce the average distances of all the nodes to the source [13,34], we bias
the cost of each node p by the number of its upload-slots:
C  A ( p) =

1    ci jk
· xi jk
|V|
mi

(3)

i∈D ( p) j∈U k∈V

where m i = |U(owner (i))| = |U( p)| denotes the number of upload-slots that the
owner of i has. Then, the average cost of all the nodes in a complete assignment A is
measured as:
CA =

1  
C A ( p)
|N |
p∈N

    ci jk
1
=
· xi jk
|N | · |V|
mi
p∈N i∈D ( p) j∈U k∈V
|D |

=

   ci jk
1
· xi jk
|N | · |V|
mi

(4)

i=1 j∈U k∈V
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where N is the set of all the nodes. Therefore, the problem to be solved turns out to
be finding a complete assignment A among all the possible complete assignments,
1
which minimizes the total cost CA . Since, the term |N |·|
V | is a constant we ignore it
in the optimization process.
Putting all the above constraints together, we formulate the problem in Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) framework [5], as the following:
minimize

|D |






i=1 { j|(i, j,k)∈A} {k|(i, j,k)∈A}

subject to




ci jk
· xi jk
mi

(5)

xi jk = 1, ∀i ∈ D

(6)

xi jk ≤ 1, ∀ j ∈ U

(7)

{ j|(i, j,k)∈A} {k|(i, j,k)∈A}





{i|(i, j,k)∈A} {k|(i, j,k)∈A}





xi jk = 1, ∀k ∈ V

(8)

{i∈MD (i)|(i, j,k)∈A} { j|(i, j,k)∈A}

xi jk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ D, j ∈ U, k ∈ V

(9)

The first constraint requires that every download-slot i is assigned to exactly one
upload-slot. The second constraint ensures that each upload-slot is assigned to at most
one download-slot. It also stated that if the number of upload-slots are greater than the
number of download-slots, some of the upload-slots remain unassigned. The third constraint ensures that the download-slots in a similarity class download distinct stripes.
Our model of the system should consider dynamism, while solving this assignment
problem. A good solution, therefore, should assign download-slots to upload-slots as
quickly as possible. Centralized solutions to this problem are possible for small system
sizes. For example, if all the nodes send the number of their upload-slots to a central
server, the server can use an algorithm that solves a linear sum assignments, e.g., the
auction algorithm [7], the Hungarian method [18], or more recent high-performance
parallel algorithms [42]. For large scale systems, however, a centralized solution is not
appropriate, since it can become a bottleneck. In the next section, we briefly sketch a
possible solution with the auction algorithm [4,6]. Later in the Sect. 5 we present a
distributed model of the auction algorithm that solves this problem at large scale.
4 Streaming overlay construction: the centralized solution
The auction algorithm models a real world auction, where people bid for the objects
that brings them the highest profit, and the highest bids win. We use the auction algorithm for |D| download-slots that compete for being assigned to some upload-slot
among the set of |U| available upload-slots. Like ordinary auctions, the bidders, i.e.,
the download-slots, progressively increase their bid for the objects, i.e., upload-slots,
in a competitive process. However, unlike real world auctions, in our system each
download-slot can be assigned to at most one upload-slot.
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A matching between a download-slot i and an upload-slot j for stripe k is associated with a profit ai jk , and the goal of the auction is to maximize the total profit for all
the matchings, which is:
|D |  


ai jk · xi jk

(10)

i=1 j∈U k∈V

where xi jk is defined in Eq. 2, and ai jk is calculated as:
ai jk =

mi
ci jk

(11)

Note that m i and ci jk are already defined in Sect. 3. Hereafter, we refer to m i as
money. Equation 11 simply says that a connection with a lower cost is more desirable,
and the more money a download-slot has, the more profit it gets by creating a connection to a lower cost upload-slot. In other words, by maximizing Formula 10, we
minimize the cost function in Formula 5.
Download-slots have a certain amount of money, with which they find a matching
that maximizes their profit. Each upload-slot j is associated with a price p j . The
price of an unassigned upload-slot is zero, and is increased in auction iterations after
accepting new bids from download-slots (the bidding process will be described later
in this section). We define the net profit of an upload-slot as its profit minus its current
price. A download-slot i measures the net profit, vi jk , of each upload-slot j for a stripe
k as the following:
vi jk = ai jk − p j
mi
=
− pj
ci jk

(12)

The auction algorithm proceeds in iterations and creates a sequence of assignments
(one assignment S in each iteration), such that the net profit of each connection under
the assignment S is maximized. In each iteration, the algorithm also updates the price
of all upload-slots in the assignment S. If all the download-slots of an assignment
S are assigned, the algorithm terminates, otherwise some download-slot i, which is
unassigned, finds an upload-slot that offers maximal net profit. Note that at the beginning of each iteration, the net profit of each connection (Eq. 12) under the assignment
S should be maximum.
Each iteration in the auction algorithm contains two phases: a bidding phase and
an assignment phase:
– Bidding phase
In this phase each unassigned download-slot i under the assignment S finds the
upload-slot j ∗ with highest net profit for a stripe k, where k is not assigned to any
other download-slots i ∈ MD (i):
vi j ∗ k = max vi jk
j∈U

(13)
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The download-slot i also finds the second best upload-slot j  for stripe k, such
/ MU ( j ∗ ). The second best net
that j  is not owned by the owner of j ∗ , i.e., j  ∈
profit, wi j  k , equals:
wi j  k =

max

j∈
/ MU ( j ∗ )

vi jk

(14)

Considering δi j ∗ k as the difference between the highest net profit and the second
one, i.e., δi j ∗ k = vi j ∗ k − wi j  k , the download-slot i computes the bid, bi j ∗ k , for
the upload-slot j ∗ :
bi j ∗ k = p j ∗ + δi j ∗ k

(15)

In this process at each iteration the download-slot i raises the price of a preferred
upload-slot j ∗ by the bidding increment δi j ∗ k .
–

Assignment phase
The upload-slot j, which received the highest bid from i ∗ , removes the connection
to the download-slot i  (if there was any connection to i  at the beginning of the
iteration), and assigns to i ∗ , i.e., the connection (i ∗ , j, k) is added to the current
assignment S. The upload-slot j also updates its own price to the received bid
from the download-slot i ∗ , i.e., p j = bi ∗ jk .

Lemma 1 If δi jk > 0, the auction process will terminate.
Proof If an upload-slot j receives n bids during n iterations, its price p j increases
 (n)
(x)
by n1 δi jk , where δi jk is the added price at iteration x. Therefore, over the iterations
the upload-slot j becomes more and more “expensive” and consequently its net profit
decreases. This implies that an upload-slot can receive bids only for a limited number
of iterations, while some other upload-slots still have not received any bids. Hence,
after some iterations, |D| distinct upload slots will receive at least one bid. Bertsekas
shows in [5] that an auction algorithm with m bidders, where the set of bidder–object
pair is limited, terminates once m distinct objects receive at least one bid.

However, if δi jk = 0, it may happen that several download-slots compete for
the same set of upload-slots without raising the price, thereby they may stuck in an
infinite loop of bidding and assignment phases. To solve this problem, each download-slot that bids for an upload-slot, should rise the price by a small value  by biding
bi j ∗ k = p j ∗ + δi j ∗ k + . The details of how  is selected is out of the scope of this
paper and can be found in [5].
Although the presented auction algorithm was shown for the multiple-tree approach,
we can easily use it to build a mesh overlay. In contrast to the multiple-tree approach,
in the mesh-based overlay, we do not split the stream into stripes. The video is divided
into a set of B blocks of equal size without any coding. Every block b ∈ B has a
sequence number that indicates its playback order in the stream. Nodes can pull each
block independently, from any other node that can supply it. Each node has a partner
list, which is a small subset of nodes in the system. A node can create a bounded number of download connections, equals to its number of download-slots, to partners and
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accept a bounded number of upload connections, equals to its number of upload-slots,
from partners over which blocks are downloaded and uploaded, respectively.
Unlike the tree-based approach that assigns download-slots to upload-slots of nodes
for each stripe, here, we need to find the assignments for each block. Biskupski et al.
in [8] show that a block disseminated through a mesh overlay follows a tree-based
diffusion pattern for each block. Therefore, the objective is to minimize the cost function for every block b, such that a shortest path tree is constructed over the set of
available connections for every block. We define the cost of connection ci jb from a
download-slot i to an upload-slot j for a block b as the minimum distance, e.g., the
number of hops, from the owner of upload-slot j to the media source.
If the set of nodes and the upload bandwidth of all nodes are static, then we can
solve the same assignment problem per block. However, P2P systems typically have
churn (nodes join and fail) and available bandwidth at nodes changes over time, so as
shown in the next section, we have to solve a slightly different assignment problem
every time a node join, exits or a node bandwidth changes.
Since the auction algorithm is centralized, it does not scale to many thousands of
nodes, as both the computational overhead of solving the assignment problem and
communication requirements on the server become excessive, breaking our real-time
constraints [42]. In Sect. 5, we present a distributed market model as an approximate
solution to this problem.
5 Streaming overlay construction: the distributed solution
In this section, we present the distributed market model to construct the multiple-tree
and mesh overlays for media streaming.
5.1 Multiple-tree overlay
Our distributed market model is based on minimizing costs (Eq. 5) through nodes
iteratively bidding for upload-slots. We define a node q as the parent of a child p, if
an upload-slot of q is bounded to a download-slot of p. Nodes in this system compete to become children of nodes that are closer to the media source, and parents
prefer children nodes who offer to forward the highest number of copies of the stripes.
A child node explicitly requests and pulls the first block it requires in a stripe from
its parent, and the parent, then, pushes to the child subsequent blocks in the stripe, as
long as it remains the child’s parent. Children proactively switch parents when they
get more net benefit by changing their parents.
We use the following three properties, calculated at each node, to build the multipletree overlay:
1.
2.

Money The total number of upload-slots at a node. A node uses its money to bid
for a connection to another node’s upload-slot for each stripe.
Price The minimum money that should be bid when trying to establish a connection to an upload-slot. The price of a node that has an unused upload-slot is
zero, otherwise the node’s price equals the lowest money of its already connected
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3.

children. For example, if node p has three upload-slots and three children with
monies 2, 3 and 4, the price of p is 2. Moreover, the price of a node that has a
free-riding child, a node not contributing in data dissemination, is zero.
Cost The cost of an upload-slot at a node for a particular stripe is the distance
between that node and the media source (root of the tree) for that stripe. Since
the media stream consists of several stripes, nodes may have different costs for
different stripes. The closer a node is to the media source for a stripe, the more
desirable parent it is for that stripe. However, other metrics, such as the nodes’
locality, can be taken into account for measuring the cost. For example, if two
nodes have the same distance to the source, the cost of choosing any of them by
the nodes in the same Autonomous System (AS) is lower than that of the nodes
in a different AS. Nodes constantly try to reduce their costs over all their parent
connections by competing for connections to the nodes closer to the media source.

Our market model can be best described as an approximate auction algorithm. Similar to the centralized solution in Sect. 4, for each stripe, child nodes place bids for
upload-slots at the parent nodes with the highest net profit, e.g., closest nodes to the
media source. Note that the money of a node is not used up after bidding and can be
reused to bid for other connections. Therefore, if a node can afford a high net profit
parent for one stripe, it can also afford other “good” parents for other stripes. However,
nodes increase their price by receiving new bids, and the more expensive a node is, the
lower net profit it has. Thus, a parent node, which had a high net profit in one iteration,
turns out to be a low profit node after receiving a number of bids. Hence, the seeking
nodes will try to bid for other nodes with a higher net profit. This implies that in an
overlay with |D| download-slots, if there is no churn in the system, eventually |D| distinct upload-slots receive at least one bid, and consequently the algorithm terminates
by assigning all the download-slots to upload-slots. However, in a dynamic network,
where nodes continuously join and leave the system, our algorithm keeps running and
optimizes the connections in the overlay.
A parent node sets a price of zero for an upload-slot when at least one of its uploadslots is unassigned. Hence, the first bid for an upload-slot will always win, enabling
children to immediately connect to available upload-slots. When all of a parent’s
upload-slots are assigned, it sets the price for an upload-slot to the money of its child
with the lowest number of upload-slots, i.e., the lowest money. If a child with more
money than the current price for an upload-slot bids for an upload-slot, it will win the
upload-slot and the parent will replace its child with the lowest money with the new
child. A child that has lost an upload-slot has to discover new nodes and bid for their
upload-slots.
One crucial difference with the auction algorithm is that our market model is decentralized; nodes have only a partial (changing) view of a small number of nodes, called
partners, in the system with whom they can bid for upload-slots. Moreover, in contrast
to the auction algorithm, the price of upload-slots does not always increase - it can be
reset to zero, if a child node is detected as a free-rider. A node is free-rider if it is not
correctly forwarding all the stripes it promises to supply. As such, it is a “restartable
auction”, where the auction is restarted because a bidder did not have sufficient funds
to complete the transaction.
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Algorithm 1 Find candidate parents for stripe k at node p
1: procedure findParent k
2: candidates = Ø
3: if p.stri pek . par ent = null then
4:
p.stri pek . par ent.cost ← ∞
5: end if
6: for all n in p. par tner s do
7:
if n.stri pek .cost < p.stri pek . par ent.cost
8:
and n. price < p.money
9:
and n.B M(stri pek ) ≥ p.B M(stri pek ) then
10:
candidates .add(n )
11:
end if
12: end for
13: return candidates
14: end procedure

 B M : Buffer Map

Algorithm 2 Handling the assign request from node p for stripe k at node q
1: upon event AssignRequest | k from p
2: if q.upload Slots has free entries then
3:
assign a free upload slot to p
4:
send assignAccepted | k to p
5: else
6:
if has f r eeridingChild then
7:
lowest MoneyChild ← f r eeridingChild
8:
else
9:
lowest MoneyChild ← the child with the lowest money
10:
end if
11:
if p.money ≤ q. price then
12:
send assignNotAccepted | k to p
13:
else
14:
assign an upload Slot to p
15:
send release | k to lowest MoneyChild
16:
send assignAccepted | k to p
17:
end if
18: end if
19: end event

 q. price = 0
 q. price = the lowest money of the children

To construct the overlay, nodes periodically send their money, cost, price, and buffer
map to their partners. The buffer map shows the last blocks that a node has in its buffer
for different stripes. For each stripe k, a node p periodically checks if it has a node
in its partners that has (i) a lower cost than its current parent, (ii) a price less than its
money and (iii) blocks ahead of its block in stripe k. As the Algorithm 1 shows, if such
a node is found, it is added to a list of candidate parents for stripe k. Next, the node p
chooses a node q from the candidates that provides the highest net profit for strip k,
i.e., p.money
q.costk − q. price. If two nodes have the same net profit, it selects the one with
higher money.
As the Algorithm 2 shows, if a node q that receives a connection request from node
p for stripe k, has a free upload-slot, it accepts the request (lines 2–4), otherwise, if p’s
money is greater than the price of q, q abandons its child that has the lowest money, and
accepts p as a new child. The disconnected node has to find a new parent. If q’s price
is greater than or equal to p’s money, q declines the request (lines 11–17). If q has a
free-riding child, q abandons that node as the child with the lowest money (lines 6–7).
Handling free-riders Free-riders are nodes that supply less upload bandwidth than
claimed. To detect free-riders, we introduce the free-rider detector component with
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eventual strong completeness property. By eventual strong completeness property,
we mean that, a node that does not have free upload-slots eventually detects all its
free-riding children. Nodes identify free-riders through transitive auditing using their
children’s children (grandchildren). To do this, a parent q periodically sends an audit
request, about its child p, to p’s claimed children. Whenever a grandchild receives a
message from q, it checks if p is its parent, and has properly forwarded the stripe(s) it
has promised to supply. The grandchild, then, sends back either a positive or negative
audit response to q that shows whether these conditions are satisfied or not. However, this model does not solve the collusion problem, if a set of nodes cooperate to
cheat.
We now show how the eventual strong completeness property is satisfied for the
free-rider detector. Assume a node p claims it has u upload-slots, such that m of them
are assigned to other nodes and n of them are free upload-slots, i.e., u = m + n. The
p’s parent, q, periodically sends audit requests to p’s m claimed children. Before the
next iteration of sending audit requests, q calculates F as the sum of (i) the number
of audit responses not received before a timeout, (ii) the number of negative audit
responses, and (iii) the n free upload-slots. If F is more than M % of u, p is suspected
as a freerider. If p becomes suspected in N consecutive iterations, it is detected as a
free-rider. For example, if N equals 2, a node is detected as a free-rider if it is suspected
on two consecutive iterations of the free-rider detector. The higher is the value of N ,
the more accurate but slower is the detection.
In a converged tree, for nodes not in the two bottom levels (the trees’ leaves), we
expect that at least M % of their upload-slots are meeting their contracted obligation
to correctly supply a stripe over that upload-slot. M is a threshold for free-rider suspicion. For example, if M is 90 %, then node i is suspected as a free-rider, if 10 % or
more of its upload-slots are either not connected to child nodes or connected to child
nodes but do not supply the stream at the requested rate.
After detecting a node as a free-rider, the parent node q, decreases its own price (q’s
price) to zero and as a “punishment” considers the free-rider node p as its child with
the lowest money. On the next bid from another node, q replaces the free-rider node
with the new node. Therefore, if a node claims it has more upload-slots than it actually
supplies, it will be detected and punished. In a converged tree, many members of the
two bottom levels may have no children, because they are the leaves of the trees, thus,
the nodes in these levels are not suspected as free-riders.
5.2 Mesh overlay
To build a mesh overlay, we keep the definition of the price as it is in Sect. 5.1, but we
redefine the money and cost as the following [32]:
1. Money The total number of blocks uploaded to children during the last 10 s.
2. Cost The cost of a node is the average distance of the node to the media source
via its shortest path from each of its download-slot. We can also add the locality
property to the cost, as mentioned in the tree-based approach.
Like the multiple-tree approach, each node periodically sends its money, cost, price
and the buffer map to all its partners, which are its neighbours in the mesh. The buffer
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Algorithm 3 Handling the parent response message from node q at node p
1: upon event RecvParentMsg | msg from q
2: if msg is assign Accepted then
3:
if p.download Slot has free entries then
4:
p. par ents.add(q)
5:
else
6:
wp ← the lowest net profit parent
p.money
7:
if ( p.money
q.cost − q. price) > ( wp.cost − wp. price) then
8:
p. par ents.r emove(wp)
9:
p. par ents.add(q)
10:
send removeMeFromYourChildrenList | p to wp
11:
else
12:
send removeMeFromYourChildrenList | p to q
13:
end if
14:
end if
15: end if
16: end event

 add q to the parent list
 the worst parent

map in the mesh approach shows the list of available blocks in a node buffer. For
each of its download-slots, a child node p sends a bid request to those nodes that
(i) have a lower cost than the existing parents assigned to download-slots in p, (ii)
their price is less than p’s money, and (iii) their blocks are ahead of blocks of node
p.
A parent node, who receives a bid request, accepts it if (i) it has a free upload-slot,
or (ii) it has assigned an upload-slot to another node with a lower amount of money.
The pseudo-code is similar to the Algorithm 2, with a small difference that in the
mesh approach there is no notion of stripes. If a parent re-assigns a connection to a
node with more money, it abandons the old child who must then bid for a new upload
connection. The parent behaviour in case of having free-rider child is explained later
in this section.
When a child node receives the acceptance message from another node, it assigns
one of its download-slots to an upload-slot of the parent. However, since a node may
send more connection requests than its number of download-slots, it might receive
more acceptance messages than it needs (Algorithm 3). In this case, if the child has
a free download-slot, it accepts the parent (lines 3–4), otherwise, it checks all its
assigned parents and finds the one with the lowest net profit or the worst parent. If the
net profit of the connection to the worst parent is lower than the new parent, the child
node releases the connection to the worst parent and accepts the new one, otherwise
it ignores the received message (lines 7–13).
Handling free-riders Whenever a node assigns a download-slot to an upload-slot of
another node, it sends the address of its current children to its parent. It subsequently
informs its parents of any changes in its children. Thus, a parent node knows about its
children’ children, or grandchildren for short.
We implement a scoring mechanism to detect free-riders, and thus motivate nodes to
forward blocks. Each child assigns a score to each of its parents that shows the amount
of blocks they have received from their parents in the last 10 s. When a child requests
and receives a non-duplicate block from a parent within the last 10 s, it increments the
score of that parent. Hence, the more blocks a parent node sends to its children, the
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higher score it has among its children. We chose 10 s as it is the same as the choking
period in BitTorrent [11] and does not unnecessarily punish nodes because of variance
in the rate of block forwarding.
Each node periodically sends a score request to its grandchildren, and the grandchildren nodes send back a score response containing the scores of the original node’s
children. The node sums up the received scores for each child. Free-rider nodes forward a lower number of blocks, and hence they have lower scores compared to others.
When a node with no free upload-slots receives a connection request, it sorts its
children based on their latest scores. If an existing child has a score less than a predefined threshold, s, then that child is identified as a free-rider. The parent node abandons
the free-rider nodes and accepts the new node as its child. If there is more than one
child with score less than s, then the lowest score is selected. If all the node’s children
have a score higher than s, then as explained in the previous section, the parent accepts
the connection, if the connecting node has more money than the lowest money of its
existing children. When the parent accepts such a connection, it then abandons the
child with the lowest money. The abandoned child then has to search for and bid for
a new connection to a new parent.
Data dissemination Each parent node periodically sends its buffer map and its load
to all its assigned children. The load shows the ratio of the number of blocks that a
node has forwarded to the number of its upload connections.
A child node, uses the information received from its parents to schedule and pull
the required blocks in different iteration. We define a sliding window that shows the
number of blocks that a child node can request in each iteration. If the playback point
of a node is t, and the sliding window size is n, the node can request the blocks from
t to t + n in each iteration.
One important question in pulling blocks is the order of requests. There are a number
of studies [9,52] on block selection policies. The main constraint in data dissemination
in live media streaming is that the blocks should be received before their playback
time. Therefore, a node should pull the missing block with the closest playback time
first, that is, blocks should be pulled in-order. Another potential strategy, as used by
BitTorrent [11], is to pull the rarest blocks in the system, as this is known to increase
aggregate network throughput [44].
We have designed a download policy that attempts to marry the benefits for playback
latency of in-order downloading with the improved network throughput of rarest-block
policy. We divide the sliding window into two sets: an in-order set and a rare set. The
first m blocks in the sliding window are the blocks in the in-order set and the rest of
the blocks of the sliding window are the rare set blocks. As the names of these sets
imply, blocks from the in-order set are requested in order and the least popular block
(from among the node’s partners) is chosen from the rare set. A node selects a block
from the in-order set with probability h % and from the rare set with (100 − h) %,
where h is a system parameter. If multiple parents can provide a block, the child node
chooses the parent that has the lowest load.
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5.3 The Gradient overlay as a market-maker
The problem with a decentralized implementation of the auction algorithm is the communication overhead in nodes discovering the node with the upload-slot of highest net
profit. The centralized auction algorithm assumes that the cost of communicating with
all nodes is close to zero. In a decentralized system, however, communicating with all
nodes requires flooding, which is not scalable. An alternative approach to compute an
approximate solution is to find good upload-slots based on random walks or sampling
from a random overlay. However, such solutions typically have slow convergence
time, as we show in Sect. 6.
It is important that nodes’ partial views enable them to find good matching parents
quickly. We use the Gradient overlay [37,38,40] to provide nodes with a constantly
changing partial view of other nodes that have a similar number of upload-slots. Thus,
rather than have nodes explore the whole system for better parent nodes, the Gradient enables nodes to limit exploration to the set of nodes with a similar number of
upload-slots.
The Gradient overlay is an overlay network that arranges nodes using a local utility
function at each node, such that nodes are ordered in descending utility values away
from a core of the highest utility nodes [37,38]. The highest utility nodes are found
at the center of the Gradient topology, while nodes with decreasing utility values are
found at increasing distance from the center. The Gradient is built by both gossiping
and sampling from a random overlay network. Each node maintains a set of neighbours called a similar-view containing a small number of nodes whose utility values
are close to, but slightly higher than, the utility value of the node. Nodes periodically
gossip to exchange and update their similar-views.
Node references stored in the similar-view contain the utility value for the neighbours. In our systems, the utility value of a node is calculated using two factors: (i)
a node’s upload bandwidth, i.e., node’s money and (ii) a disjoint set of discrete utility values that we call market-levels. A market-level is defined as a range of network
upload bandwidths. For example, in Fig. 2, we define 5 example market-levels: mobile
broadband (64–127 Kbps) with utility value 1, slow DSL (128–511 Kbps) with utility
value 2, DSL (512–1,023 Kbps) with utility value 3, fiber (>1,024 Kbps) with utility
value 4, and the media source with utility value 5. A node measures its upload bandFig. 2 Different market-levels
of a system, and the similar-view
and fingers of p
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Algorithm 4 Updating the similar-view at node p
1: procedure UpdateSimilarView
2:
p.similar V iew.update Age()
3: q ← oldest node from p.similar V iew
4:
p.similar V iew.r emove(q)
5:
pV iew ← p.similar V iew.subset ()
6: send pV iew to q
7: recv q V iew from q
8: for all n in q V iew do
9:
if U (n) = U ( p) or U (n) = U ( p) + 1 then
10:
if p.similar V iew.contains(n) then
11:
p.similar V iew.update Age(n)
12:
else if p.similar V iew has free entries then
13:
p.simialr V iew.add(n)
14:
else
15:
m ← pV iew. poll()
16:
p.similar V iew.r emove(m)
17:
p.simialr V iew.add(n)
18:
end if
19:
end if
20: end for
21: for all n in p.randomV iew do
22:
if U (n) = U ( p) or U (n) = U ( p) + 1 then
23:
if p.similar V iew has free entries then
24:
p.simialr V iew.add(n)
25:
else
26:
m ← (x ∈ p.similar V iew such that U (x) > U ( p) + 1)
27:
end if
28:
if (m = null) then
29:
p.similar V iew.r emove(m)
30:
p.simialr V iew.add(n)
31:
end if
32:
end if
33: end for
34: end procedure

 U (n): the utility value of node n

width (e.g., using a server or trusted neighbour) and calculates its utility value as the
market-level that its upload bandwidth falls into. For instance, a node with 256 Kbps
upload bandwidth falls into slow DSL market-level, so its utility value is 2. Nodes may
also choose to contribute less upload bandwidth than they have available, causing them
to join a lower market-level.
A node prefers to fill its similar-view with nodes from the same market-level or
one level higher. A feature of this preference function is that low-bandwidth nodes
only have connections to one another. However, low bandwidth nodes often do not
have enough upload bandwidth to simultaneously deliver all stripes/blocks in a stream.
Therefore, in order to enable low bandwidth nodes to utilize the spare upload-slots of
higher bandwidth nodes, nodes maintain a finger list, where each finger points to a node
in a higher market-level (if one is available). We illustrate the market-levels and fingers
in Fig. 2. Each ring represents a market-level, the black links show the links within
the similar-view and the gray links are the fingers to nodes in higher market-levels.
In order for nodes to be able to explore to find new nodes with which to execute
our market model, a node constantly updates its neighbours within its market-level.
Algorithm 4 is executed periodically by a node p to maintain its similar-view using
its random-view. The random-view of a node is a random sample of the nodes in the
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system, which is updated by a peer sampling service, e.g., Cyclon [45], Gozar [33] or
Croupier [12].
The algorithm describes how on every round, p increments the age of all the nodes
in its similar-view. It removes the oldest node, q, from its similar-view and sends a
subset of nodes in its similar-view to q (lines 3–6). Node q responds by sending back a
subset of its own similar-view to p. Node p then merges the view received from q with
its existing similar-view by iterating through the received list of nodes, and preferentially selecting those nodes in the same market-level as p or at most one level higher. If
the similar-view is not full, it adds the node, and if a reference to the node to be merged
already exists in p’s similar-view, p just refreshes the age of its reference. If the similar-view is full, p replaces one of the nodes it had sent to q with the selected node (lines
8–20). Moreover, p also merges its similar-view with its own local random-view, in the
same way described above. Upon merging, when the similar-view is full, p replaces
a node whose utility value is higher than p’s utility value plus one (lines 21–33).
The fingers to higher market-levels are also updated periodically. Node p goes
through its random-view, and for each higher market-level, picks a node from that
market-level if there exists such a node in the random-view. If there is not, p keeps
the old finger.
Using the Gradient overlay as the market maker, the partners of a node are chosen
from the similar-view and finger-list. In other words, in Algorithm 1 (line 6), we should
replace par tner s with similar V iew ∪ f inger s.
6 Experiments and evaluation
In this section, we compare the performance of Sepidar and GLive with the state-ofthe-art NewCoolstreaming [19] under simulation.
6.1 Experimental setup
We have used Kompics [1] to implement Sepidar, GLive and NewCoolstreaming.
Kompics is a framework for building P2P protocols and it provides a discrete event
simulator for simulating them using different bandwidth, latency and churn models.
We have implemented NewCoolstreaming based on the system descriptions from [48].
In our experimental setup, we set the streaming rate to 512 Kbps, which is divided
into blocks of 16 Kb. Nodes start playing the media after buffering it for 15 s, which
compares favorably to the 60 s of buffering used by state-of-the-art (proprietary)
SopCast [22]. The size of similar-view in Sepidar and GLive and the partner list in
NewCoolstreaming is 15 nodes. We assume all the nodes have enough download bandwidth to receive the stream with a full rate, and also all the nodes have the same number
of download-slots, which is set to 8. To model upload bandwidth, we assume that each
upload-slot has available bandwidth of 64 Kbps and that the number of upload-slots
for nodes is set to 2i, where i is picked uniformly at random from the range 1 to 10.
This means that nodes have upload bandwidth between 128 Kbps and 1.25 Mbps. As
the average upload bandwidth of 640 Kbps is not much higher than the streaming rate
of 512 Kbps, nodes have to find good matches as parents in order for good streaming
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performance. The media source is a single node with 40 upload-slots, providing five
times the upload bandwidth of the stream rate. This setting is based on SopCast’s
requirement that the media source has at least five times the upload capacity of the
stream rate [22].
In our simulations, we assume 11 market-levels, such that the nodes with the same
number of upload-slots are located at the same market-level. For example, nodes with
two upload-slots (128 Kbps) are the members of the first market-level, nodes with
four upload-slots (256 Kbps) are located in the second market-level, and the media
source with 40 upload-slots (2.5 Mbps) is the only member of the 11th market-level.
Latencies between nodes are modeled using a latency map based on the King data-set
[15]. We use the hop count in our experiments to measure the cost function.
In the mesh-based solution, we assume the size of sliding window for downloading
is 32 blocks, such that the first 16 blocks are considered as the in-order set and the
next 16 blocks are the blocks in the rare set. A block is chosen for download from
the in-order set with 90 % probability, and from the rare set with 10 % probability. In
Sepidar, we set N = 2 and M = 50 % for the free-rider detector component, and in
GLive, we set the threshold of the score, s, to zero.
In this experiment, we measure playback continuity and playback latency, which
combined together reflect the QoS experienced by the overlay nodes:
1.

2.

Playback continuity the percentage of blocks that a node received before their
playback time. We consider two metrics related to playback continuity: where
nodes have a playback continuity of (i) greater than 90 % and (ii) greater than
99 %;
Playback latency the difference in seconds between the playback point (the playback time) of a node and the playback point at the media source.

6.2 Sepidar vs. GLive vs. NewCoolstreaming
In this section, we compare the playback continuity and playback latency of Sepidar,
GLive and NewCoolstreaming in the following scenarios:
1. Flash crowd First, 100 nodes join the system following a Poisson distribution
with an average inter-arrival time of 100 ms. Then, 1,000 nodes join following the
same distribution with a shortened average inter-arrival time of 10 ms;
2. Catastrophic failure 1,000 nodes join the system following a Poisson distribution with an average inter-arrival time of 100 ms. Then, 500 existing nodes fail
following a Poisson distribution with an average inter-arrival time 10 ms;
3. Churn 500 nodes join the system following a Poisson distribution with an average
inter-arrival time of 100 ms, and then till the end of the simulations nodes join
and fail continuously following the same distribution with an average inter-arrival
time of 1,000 ms.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of the nodes that have playback continuity of at
least 90 and 99 %. We see that all the nodes in GLive receive at least 90 % of all
the blocks very quickly in all scenarios, while it takes more time in Sepidar. That is
because in Sepidar, at the beginning, nodes spend time constructing the trees, while
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Fig. 3 Playback continuity of the systems in different scenarios

in GLive the nodes pull blocks quickly as soon as at least one of their download-slots
is assigned. As we see in Fig. 3, both GLive and Sepidar outperform NewCoolstreaming in playback continuity for the whole duration of the experiment in all scenarios.
GLive and Sepidar use the Gradient overlay for node discovery. The Gradient overlay
arranges nodes based on their number upload bandwidth capacity, and so the neighbours of a node are those with the same upload bandwidth capacity, or slightly higher.
This helps the high capacity nodes to quickly discover the media source. In contrast,
NewCoolstreaming uses a random overlay, and it takes more time for nodes to find
appropriate parents. The result is a higher number of changes in parent connections,
causing lower playback continuity in NewCoolstreaming compared to GLive and
Sepidar.
As we see in Fig. 3, the difference between GLive and Sepidar increases, when
we measured the percentage of the nodes that receive 99 % of the blocks in time.
Again, the tree structure used in Sepidar causes this difference. Although, Sepidar
has a multiple-tree structure, which is resilient to the failures, it has a lower playback
continuity than GLive when nodes crash. In a multiple-tree structure, a node typically
receives the blocks of each stripe independently, but if a parent providing a stripe fails,
then it loses the blocks from that stripe, while the node is trying to find a new parent
for that stripe. However, this problem does not apply to the mesh overlay, because the
nodes pull the blocks independently of each other. Therefore, if a node loses one of
its parents, it can pull the required blocks from other parents.
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Fig. 4 Playback latency of the systems in different scenarios

Figure 4 shows the playback latency of the systems in different scenarios. As we
can see, GLive keeps its playback latency relatively constant, close to 15 s, which is
the initial buffering time. The playback latency of Sepidar also converges to 15 s, but
it takes longer to converge than GLive. The reason for this delay is, again, the time
needed to construct the trees. The playback latency of GLive and Sepidar, are both
less than NewCoolstreaming. In NewCoolstreaming, the higher playback latency is a
result of nodes only reactively changing parents when their playback latency is greater
than a predefined threshold.

6.3 Free-rider detector settings
Here, we compare the playback continuity of GLive and Sepidar in the free-rider
scenario. In this scenario, 1,000 nodes join the system following a Poisson distribution with an average inter-arrival time of 100 ms, such that 30 % of the nodes are
free-riders, and the total number of upload-slots in the system is less than the total
number of download-slots, i.e., |U | < |D|. The free-riders can be found in any market-level. Figure 5a shows the percentage of the nodes that receive 99 % of the blocks
before their playback time. It shows this value for all the nodes in the system, including
the strong nodes (top 10 % of upload bandwidth nodes), and the free-riders and the
weak nodes (the bottom 10 % of upload bandwidth nodes).
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Fig. 5 The systems behaviour in the existence of freeriders

Figure 5a shows that all the strong nodes in both systems receive all the blocks
in time, however, GLive converges faster than Sepidar. In GLive, we are using the
scoring mechanism to find the nodes who contribute less bandwidth than they claim
when bidding for connections, while Sepidar uses a free-rider detector module that
identifies nodes that do not meet their contractual requirement to forward the stream
to their child nodes. In GLive, at the beginning, a high percentage of weak nodes and
free-riders receive all the blocks in time, which shows that free-riders have not been
detected yet. That is because nodes need time to update and validate the scores of their
parents, and, thus, identify free-riders. Meanwhile, the free-riders use the resources of
the system. However, after enough time has passed and the nodes’ scores have been
updated, the free-riders are detected. Thus, after about 100 s the percentage of the
free-riders who have a high playback continuity decreases.
As Fig. 5a shows, after about 600 s from the beginning of the experiment, in both
GLive and Sepidar the free-riders and weak nodes receive roughly the same quality of
stream, that is, they have the same percentage of playback continuity. As the playback
continuity of the weak nodes and free-riders keeps decreasing in GLive, we can also
see that the playback continuity decreases for all nodes in GLive. After 500 s playback
continuity even decreases below Sepidar.
Importantly, as we can see in Fig. 5a, the existing free-riders in the system have a
very low effect on the playback continuity of the strong nodes in Sepidar and GLive.
Strong nodes have consistently higher playback continuity than weak nodes and freeriders. This is due to the fact that weak nodes have a lower amount of money compared
to strong nodes, which makes them take longer to find good parents. Also, the punishment of free-riders negatively affects their playback continuity. As such, nodes are
strongly incentivized to contribute more upload bandwidth through receiving improved
relative performance.
In Fig. 5b, we compare the total number of detected free-riders with the number
of nodes that are correctly detected as a free-rider in Sepidar for different settings.
As we see, with smaller N , the fraction of nodes that are correctly detected as freeriders decreases. There is a trade-off between accuracy and the speed of the detection. Smaller N gives us faster detection but with less accuracy. In this experiment we
assume M = 50 %.
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Fig. 6 The systems behaviour in the Gradient overlay and random overlay

6.4 Comparing the Gradient with random neighbour selection
In this experiment, we compare the convergence speed of our market model for the
Gradient overlay and random overlays. We use the churn scenario in this experiment,
as this is the most typical environment for P2P streaming systems on the Internet.
Our market model is run using (i) samples taken from the Gradient overlay, where
the sampled nodes have similar number of upload-slots, and (ii) samples taken from
a random network, where the sampled nodes have random number of upload-slots.
As nodes in the Gradient overlay receive bids from a set of nodes with almost the
same money, the difference between received bids is less than the expected difference
for the random network. Figure 6a shows that in GLive in the case of using the Gradient overlay, more nodes can quickly receive high playback continuity. As such, the
Gradient overlay can be said to be a more efficient market maker for our distributed
market model than a random overlay. Figure 6b shows the CDF of number of parent
switches in Sepidar for both overlays against time, and we can see that in the Gradient
overlay, the system has a substantially lower number of parent switches.

7 Conclusion
In this work we focused on designing and implementing a distributed market model to
construct P2P live streaming overlays, in form of tree-based and mesh-based systems,
i.e., Sepidar and GLive. Within our streaming systems, we have proposed a distributed market model to construct a content distribution overlay, such that (i) nodes with
increasing upload bandwidth are located closer to the media source, and (ii) nodes
with similar upload bandwidth become neighbours.
In our model, each node has a number upload-slots and download-slots, and to be
able to distribute data blocks to all the nodes, the download-slots of nodes should
be assigned to other nodes’ upload-slots. We model this problem as an assignment
problem. We present a centralized solutions for this problem based on the auction
algorithm. However, the centralized solutions are not feasible in large and dynamic
networks with real-time constraints, thus, we propose a decentralized implementation of the auction algorithm. We show in the simulation that the decentralized model
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based on sampling from a random overlay has a slow convergence time. Therefore, we
address the problem by using the gossip-generated Gradient overlay to provide nodes
with a partial view of other nodes that have a similar upload bandwidth or slightly
higher.
We evaluate Sepidar and GLive in simulation, and compare their performance with
the state-of-the-art NewCoolstreaming. We show that our solutions provide better
playback continuity and lower playback latency than that of NewCoolstreaming in
different scenarios. In addition, we compare Sepidar with GLive to highlight the differences of the multiple-tree and the mesh overlays. We observe that the mesh-based
overlay outperforms the multiple-tree overlay in all the scenarios. Moreover, we compare the convergence time of our systems when the node samples are given by the
Gradient overlay rather than a random network. The experiment results show that
the overlays converge faster when our market model works on top of the Gradient
overlay. Finally, we evaluate GLive and Sepidar performance in different free-rider
settings, and examine the effectiveness of our mechanism for addressing the free-riding
problem.
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